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CORPORATION
SCIENCE FURNITURE

C

reating
for
the
creators
can
be
nothing less than a
perfect combination
of mastering the needs of
Researchers
in
scientific
laboratories where scientists,
engineers, & students regularly
create history. Kewaunee
Scientific Corporation being
a recognized global leader
in the design, manufacture,
and installation of laboratory,
healthcare, and technical
furniture products provides
just the right mix of providing
the
scientific
community
exactly what they need.
Kewaunee
Scientific
Corporation group founded
in 1906 with a vision to build
& provide superior line of
laboratory furniture for the
scientific community has come
a long way & are now proud to
state that they are the best in
providing Turnkey laboratory
solutions across the world.
Since its inception in
India, Kewaunee Scientific

Corporation Pvt. Ltd has made
its way to the top and within
a span of 7 years changed
the dynamics of the industry
and became the leaders in its
space and have maintained the
market leadership in India for
15 years showcasing the proof
of brand image the team has
created in the market.
Kewaunee’s driving force
is the zeal to grow, innovate,
maintain ethical and quality
standards, adapt and cater
to the changing needs of the
industry makes Kewaunee
stand out from the competition
and spread their wings and
cater to a varied clientele
across different horizons.
Kewaunee
Scientific
Corporation India Pvt. Ltd
incorporated in India in
the year 2000 has been
Kewaunee’s most successful
ventures. Divulging into the
Indian market, sustaining and
growing here and bagging
major projects shows the
commitment and quality of
work Kewaunee does. Having
bagged major projects not only
does showcase the strengths
and ethical business practices
Kewaunee has towards their
clientele but also helps to push
the Kewaunee sales graph
upwards.
Kewaunee has won many
laurels & been honored by
CII for “Active Customer
engagement” for the year 2016
& its VP Mr. B Sathyamurthy

was conferred with “Asia
Pacific
Entrepreneurship
Award “ in 2017.
Being an industry leader,
Kewaunee has shown mature
responsibility towards the
environment & uses recyclable
& renewable energy &
resources for many projects.
Its team works closely
with NGOs & institutions
on sustainable products to
support community.
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